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BEAUTIFUL BOOKS AT BARGAIN
PRICES. ALL ARE HARDCOVER
AND HAVE FOUR COLOR DUST
JACKETS. THESE BOOKS WILL BE
AN ASSET TO YOUR WESTERN
AMERICANA LIBRARY, OR WILL
MAKE A DELIGHTFUL GIFT.

GHOST TOWN ALBUM
By Lambert Florin
Over 200 photos. Fascinating pictorial
accounts of the gold mining towns of the
Old West—and the men who worked
them. Large format, new edition $3.95.
Originally published at $12.50

COLD RUSH ALBUM
Editor in Chief Joseph Henry Jackson
352 authentic first-hand pictures with
text. The complete story of the most
exciting treasure-hunt in history when
some 200,000 persons sought gold in
California. New, complete edition only
$3.95.

TALES THE WESTERN
TOMBSTONES TELL
By Lambert Florin
The famous and infamous come back to
life in this great photo history including
missionary, mule driver, bad guy and
blacksmith —what tales their tombstones
tell. Now only $3.95.
Originally published at $12.95

Originally published at $10.00

ORDER TODAY
FROM

THE GREAT AMERICAN WEST
By James D. Horan
With over 650 illustrations, many in full
color, this is the full western story from
the days of the conquistadores to the
20th Century. Many rare photos never
published before. Large 9x12 format,
hardcover, 288 pages, now only $4.95.
Originally published at $10.00
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5% state sales tax

OLD FORTS OF THE NORTHWEST
By H. M Hart
Over 200 photos and maps. Exciting
pictorial history of the military posts that
opened the West. Hardcover, beautifully
illustrated, New Edition $3.95.
Originally published at $12.50
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50 YEARS IN DEATH VALLEY by Harry P.
Gower. First hand account of the dramatic
mining years by a man who spent his life in the
mysterious valley. Describes the famous characters of Death Valley. Paperback, illustrated, 145
pages, $2.95.
THE BEAUTIFUL SOUTHWEST by the Editors
of Sunset books. A pictorial with a brief text
showing modern day activities of cities such as
Phoenix, El Paso, Taos, and communities below
the Mexican border, and covering the Southwestern states, canyons and deserts. 240 photographs of which 47 are four-color, large format,
223 pages, hardcover, $10.95.
NORTHWESTERN ARIZONA GHOST TOWNS
by Stanley W. Paher. Directions to and history
about 23 of Arizona's most famous ghost towns.
Historical photographs and artist sketches enhance editorial content. Large 11x14 format,
slick paperback, 48 pages, $2.95.
THE NORTH AMERICAN DESERTS by Edmund C. Jaeger. A long-time authority on all
phases of desert areas and life, Dr. Jaeger's
book on the North American Deserts should be
carried where ever you travel. It not only describes each of the individual desert areas, but
has illustrated sections on desert insects, reptiles, birds, mammals and plants. 315 pages,
illustrated photographs, line drawings and
maps. Hardcover, $6.95.

BOOKS OF
SOURDOUGH COOKBOOK by Don and Myrtle
Holm. How to make a sourdough starter and
many dozens of sourdough recipes, plus amusing
anecdotes by the authors of the popular Old Fashioned Dutch Oven Cookbook. A new experience
in culinary adventures. Paperback, 136 slick
pages, illustrated, $3.95.

BACKPACKING by R. C. Rethmel. Stresses
caution and confidence in this popular sport and
includes details about equipment, clothing, food
and techniques for trail and camp preparation.
Good for the novice, too, who wants to go wilderness camping with family or a few friends. Paperback, $3.95; Hardcover, $6.95.

LOST LEGENDS OF THE WEST by Brad Williams and Choral Pepper. The authors examine
the "lore, legends, characters and myths that
grew out of the Old West." Included among the
more than 20 "lost legends" are such intriguing
subjects as lost bones, lost ladies, lost towns, and
lost diamonds. Hardcover, illustrated, 192 pages,
$5.95.

LET'S GO PROSPECTING by Edward Arthur.
Facts and how-to-do-it on prospecting are presented by the author who has spent 30 years
searching for gems and minerals in California.
For those who think there are no more valuables
left in California, they will find a new field in this
informative book. Included marketing data,
maps, potential buyers for discoveries. Large
8x10 format, illustrated, heavy paperback, 84
pages, $3.95.

RELICS OF THE WHITEMAN by Marvin and
Helen Davis. A logical companion to Relics of the
Redman, this book brings out a marked difference by showing in its illustrations just how "suddenly modern" the early West became after the
arrival of the white man. The difference in artifacts typifies the historical background in each
case. The same authors tell how and where to collect relics of these early days, tools needed, and
how to display and sell valuable pieces.
Paperback, well illustrated in color and b/w, 63
pages, $3.95.

CALIFORNIA-NEVADA GHOST TOWN ATLAS
and SOUTHWESTERN GHOST TOWN ATLAS
by Robert Neil Johnson. These atlases are excellent do-it-yourself guides to lead you back to
scenes and places of the early West. Some photos and many detailed maps with legends and
bright, detailed descriptions of what you will
see, also mileage and highway designations.
Heavy paperback, each 48 pages, $2.00 each.
A FIELD GUIDE TO THE GEMS AND MINERALS OF MEXICO by Paul Willard Johnson. Tips
on food, maps and information, driving and trailering in Mexico, Border regulations, wrapping
specimens of gems and minerals and all about
your proposed mining venture are covered. Paperback, many good maps and illustrations, 96
pages, $2.00.

BACKYARD TREASURE HUNTING by Lucie
Lowery. The strange world of auctions, swapmeets, backyard and garage sales, treasure
hunting and metal locators is examined by the
author and described in zestful language. Paperback, cartoon illustrated, 95 pages, $1.95.

WILY WOMEN OF THE WEST by Grace Ernestine ray. Such women of the West as Belle
Starr, Cattle Kate and Lola Montez weren't all
good and weren't all bad, but were fascinating
and conflicting personalities, as researched by
the author. Their lives of adventure were a vital
part of the life of the Old West. Hardcover, illustrated, 155 pages, $5.95.
GOLDEN CHIA, by Harrison Doyle. This book illustrates the great difference between the high
desert chia, and the Mexican variety presently
sold in the health food stores. It identifies the energy-factor, a little-known trace mineral found
only in the high desert seeds. Also includes a
section on vitamins, minerals, proteins, enzymes, etc., needed for good nutrition. Referred
to as "the only reference book in America on this
ancient Indian energy food. 100 pages, illustrated, Paperback, $4.75; Cloth Cover, $7.75.

GHOST TOWNS OF THE NORTHWEST by
Norman D. Weis. The ghost-town country of the
Pacific Northwest including trips to many littleknown areas, is explored in this first-hand factual and interesting book. Excellent photography. Best book to date on ghost towns of the
NOrthwest. Maps. Hardcover, heavy slick
paper, 319 pages, $6.95.
DESERT GEM TRAILS by Mary Frances Strong
DESERT Magazine's Field Trip Editor has revised and brought up to date her popular field
guide for rockhounds. She has deleted areas
which are now closed to the public and added
new areas not covered before. The maps have
also been updated. This is the "bible" for both
amateur and veteran rockhounds and back country explorers. Heavy paperback, 80 pages and
still the same price, $2.00.
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THE CALIFORNIA MISSIONS by the Editors of
Sunset Books. A beautifully written history of
California's 21 missions. One can feel, as he
reads, the ferver of the padres as they gathered
materials to build their churches, and an insight
into history develops as the authors tell in simple
prosewhat was going on in the world at the same
time. 300 pages, complete with artful sketches
and photographs, and paintings in color, hardcover, large format, $12.75.

GOLD RUSH COUNTRY by the Editors of Sunset
Books. A revised and up-dated practical guide to
California's Mother Lode country. Divided into
geographical areas for easy weekend trips, the
8x11 heavy paperback new edition is profusely illustrated with photos and maps. Special features
and anecdotes of historical and present day
activities. Four-color cover, 96 pages. $2.95.

NEVADA GHOST TOWNS AND MINING
CAMPS byStanley W. Paher. Covering all of Nevada's 17 counties, Paher has documented 575
mining camps, many of which have been erased
from the earth. The book contains the greatest
and most complete collection of historic photographs of Nevada ever published. This, coupled
with his excellent writing and map, creates a book
of lasting value. Large 9x11 format, 700 photographs, hardcover, 492 pages, $15.00.

GOLD AND SILVER IN THE WEST by T. H.
Watkins. The author brings together for the first
time the entire story of gold and silver mining in
the West. It tells of conquistadores chasing
myths in Old Mexico, gold and silver strikes in
the West, Alaska, Mexico and Canada, the rise
and fall of mining ventures, promotional schemes
and today's operations. Hardbound, large
format, 212 illustrations (75 in 4-color), 288
pages, $17.50.
Desert Mar. 7974
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JOURNEY OF THE FLAME by Walter Nordhoff.
The most exciting tale of early Baja and Alta
California ever written. Recounts lost treasure
legends and its accurate historical account presented in fictional style. Hardcover, $4.95.
LOST DESERT BONANZAS by Eugene Conrotto
Brief resumes of lost mine articles printed in back
issues of DESERT Magazine, by a former editor.
Hardcover, 278 pages, $7.50.

THE GOLD HEX by Ken Marquiss. A single
man's endeavors, Ken has compiled 20 of his
treasure hunts in book form. His failure to hit the
"jackpot" does not mean he is treasureless.
From gold panning to hardrock, from dredging to
electronic metal detecting, he enjoyed a lifetime
of "Doing his thing." Slick paperback, illustrated with photos and maps, 146 pages, $4.00.

GEM MINERALS OF IDAHO by John Beckwith.
Contains information on physical and optical
THE ROCKS BEGIN TO SPEAK by LaVan Mar- characteristics of minerals; the history, lore, and
tineau. The author tells how his interest in rock fashioning of many gems. Also eleven rewarding
writing led to years of study and how he has field trips to every sort of collecting area. Slick
learned that many—especially the complex pe- paperback, maps and photos, 123 pages, $2.95.
troglyphs—are historical accounts of actual
events. Hardcover, well illustrated, glossary THE STERLING LEGEND by Estee Conatser.
bibliography, 210 pages, $8.95.
The story of the Lost Dutchman Mine is in a class
of its own. Here the author presents the Jacob
BOTTLE RUSH U.S.A. by Lynn Blumenstein. An Walzer story in a realistic and plausible manner.
excellent book for identifying old bottles with An introduction by Karl von Mueller, and a map
photographs of over 700 items and current price insert leaves the reader to draw his own conlist. Background bottle information. 184 pages, clusions between fact and fiction. Paperback, illustrated, 98 pages, $3.50.
paperback, $4,25.
BAJA [California, Mexico] by Cliff Cross. Updated in 1972, the author has outlined in detail all
of the services, precautions, outstanding sights
and things to do in Baja. Maps and Photos galore
with large format. 170 pages, $3.50.

HOW AND WHERE TO PAN GOLD by Wayne
Winters. Convenient paperback handbook with
information on staking claims, panning and recovering placer gold. Maps and drawings. $2.00.

BACK ROADS OF CALIFORNIA by Earl Thollander and the Editors of Sunset Books. Early
stagecoach routes, missions, remote canyons,
old prospector cabins, mines, cemeteries, etc.,
are visited as the author travels and sketches the
California Backroads. Through maps and notes,
the traveler is invited to get off the freeways and
see the rural and country lanes throughout the
state. Hardcover, large format, unusually beautiful illustrations, 207 pages, $8.95.
BAJA by Doug Richmond. Motorcycling's top
authority on Baja California, Doug Richmond
tells all there is to know in preparing for a twoor four-wheeled trip into this barren, but fascinating country. Each one of the 112 pages is
crammed with authoritative information, including route and camping tips. Paperback, illustrated, 112 pages, $4.00.
HANK AND HORACE by Richard Lillard and
Mary Hood. How and why the tall-tale of Horace
Greeley's ride with Hank Monk over the Sierra
in 1859 became nationally significant in the
folklore of the West is carefully documented
with scholarly precision, historic perspective and
earth-wise humor by the authors. Paperback, illustrated, $5.95.
SOUTHWESTERN INDIAN TRIBES by Tom
Bahti. An excellent description, history and current status of the Indians of the Southwest, including dates of their ceremonies and celebrations. Profusely illustrated with 4-color photographs of the Indian Country and the arts and
crafts of the many tribes. Large format, heavy
paperback, 72 pages, $2.00.

GHOSTS OF THE GLORY TRAIL by Nell Murbarger. A pioneer of the ghost town explorers and
writers, Miss Murbarger's followers will be glad
to know this book is once again in print. First published in 1956, it is now in its seventh edition. The
fast-moving chronicle is a result of personal interviews of old-timers who are no longer here to tell
their tales. Hardcover, illustrated, 291 pages,
$7.00.

SOUTHWEST INDIAN COUNTRY by the
Editors of Sunset Books. A concise and comprehensive guide covering the 48 reservations and
Pueblo villages in Arizona, Utah, New Mexico
and Colorado. Includes what to see. how to buy,
conduct, history and ceremonials. Large format,
colored illustrations, heavy paperback, 80
pages, $1.95.

BIRDS OF THE SOUTHWESTERN DESERTS
by Gusse Thomas Smith. Thirty-one of the most
commonly sighted birds of the Southwest are described and illustrated in 4-color artist drawings.
Heavy paperback, 68 pages, $3.95.

ON DESERT TRAILS by Randall Henderson,
founder and publisher of Desert Magazine for 23
years. One of the first good writers to reveal the
beauty of the mysterious desert areas. Henderson's experiences, combined with his comments
on the desert of yesterday and today, make this a
MUST for those who really want to understand
the desert. 375 pages, illustrated. Hardcover,
$6.95.

30,000 MILES IN MEXICO by Nell Murbarger.
Joyous adventures of a trip by pick-up camper
made by two women from Tijuana to Guatemala.
Folksy and entertaining, as well as instructive to
others who might make the trip. Hardcover, 309
pages, $6.00.
LOST MINES OF DEATH VALLEY by Harold
Weight. This is a new approach to the enigma of
Death Valley Scotty's life and legends and gives
additional insight into the Lost Gunsight and
Breyfogle bonanzas, plus other Death Valley
mysteries. Paperback, historic photographs,
reference material, 86 pages, $2.50.
COMMON EDIBLE & USEFUL PLANTS OF
THE WEST by Muriel Sweet. A description with
artist drawings of edible (and those not to touch)
plants along with how Indians and pioneers used
them. Paperback, 64 pages, $1.50.
Desert/Mar. 1974

LOST MINES OF THE GREAT SOUTHWEST
by John D. Mitchell. The first of Mitchell's lost
mine books is now available after having been
out of print or years. Reproduced from the
original copy and containing 54 articles based on
accounts from people Mitchell interviewed. He
spent his entire adult life investigating reports
and legends of lost mines and treasures of the
Southwest. Hardcover, illustrated, 175 pages,
$7.50.
LOST MINES & BURIED TREASURES ALONG
THE OLD FRONTIER by John D. Mitchell. The
second of Mitchell's books on lost mines which
was out-of-print for many years. Many of these
appeared in DESERT Magazine years ago and
these issues are no longer available. New readers will want to read these. Contains the original
map first published with the book and one pinpointing the areas of lost mines. Mitchell's personal research and investigation has gone into
the book. Hardcover, 240 pates, $7.50.

GHOST TOWN BOTTLE PRICE GUIDE by Wes
and Ruby Bressie. A new and revised edition of
their popular bottle book, first published in
1964. New section on Oriental relics, plus up-todate values of bottles. Slick, paperback, illustrated, 124 pages, $2.95.
TRAVEL GUIDE TO BAJA CALIFORNIA by
Ken and Caroline Bates. Published by the Editors of Sunset Books, this is a useful book on Baja
and should be a companion piece to Gerhard and
Gulick's Lower California Handbook and Cliff
Cross's Baja by Road, Airplane and Boat. The
Bates' book takes the reader to the people with
text, photographs and maps. Anyone going to
Baja should have all three books. Large 8x10
format, heavy paperback, 80 pages, $1.95.
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